Efficient, level-headed, and always focused, Brooke Chapman-Powell takes her position as the Earl of Englefield's personal secretary very seriously. So when the Earl asks her to teach his in-all-likelihood-uncouth-and-rather-forward American grandson how to be a proper earl, Brooke is determined to do whatever it takes to make a go of it.

Nick Vane has about two gazillion things that land higher on his to-do list than becoming an English earl. Things like naps. Hosting poker nights. Oh, and raking in the profits from his latest invention. Accepting the title his grandfather had denied him since birth just because the old man was on his way out without an heir? Didn't. Even. Register.

But Miss Prim and Proper just won't give up, and before he knows what's what, he's on a plane to England. Well, what's an American to do when a sexy, uptight Brit insists he learn manners? He'll teach her and his grandfather a lesson…
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Just One of the Groomsmen
by Cindi Madsen

Addison Murphy has always been the funny friend, the girl voted most likely to start her own sweatshirt line. And she's quite happy with that, thank you very much. She loves her tight-knit group of guy friends and loves hanging out with them, drinking beer and letting loose. So you'd think when Tucker Crawford, Addison's closest friend and the one boy she *maybe* nursed a slight crush on through middle school, returns to town after a year away, he'd pick up a beer and fit right back into the group no problem. Except...one mistaken flashing incident later, and Tucker knows what kind of lingerie Addison wears. And suddenly everything changes.

All Tucker wants is to be with his buddies and enjoy a slower pace of life after a year stressing out at a big-city law firm. But all of a sudden, he can't stop wondering what else is hiding underneath Addison's infamous sweatshirts or when she started looking so beautiful. The more he tries to avoid her, the more they keep finding themselves together in less-than-friendly situations. And the more he wants to try something more-than-friendly with her. But nothing is more important to both of them than their circle of friends—even love.
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